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Welcome to Term 3.  It does feel good to be back to some semblance of normal in teaching with face to 

face exam tours now available again at their usual times, and for added flexibility, the on-line exams 

continuing to be available on Zoom in the last week of  each month.  Check out www.speechnz.co.nz and 

enjoy the full range of options offered by Speech New Zealand’s range of syllabuses:  Flexi Speech and 

Drama (2020); Speech and Drama (2019); Public Speaking and Communication (2020); Communicating in 

Leadership; Theatre in Action; Oral Communication in Schools; English for Speakers of Other Languages. 

In this Bulletin: 

� Theory 
� Reflection in Education and Speech New Zealand exams 
� Responses to Teacher queries 

o Contrasting poems 
o Visual Aids 
o Flexi Syllabus 

� Online entries 

Theory: 

A reminder that from the August exam round this year, references are required on all written papers, both 

AASB and LSB levels.  

Reference should be formulated to look like: 

Logan, P. (2020). The Performance of a Pandemic: Speech and Drama for All Time. Wellington, NZ: 

Publisher.  

 

Reflection in Education and Speech and Drama exams: 

Reflection is an integral part of the learning process.  In our Flexi syllabus it is described as ‘Looking back on 

tasks performed to gain insights into the process; thinking on material/texts used in order to develop 

understanding.’   A technique which many teachers already use. 
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‘Reflective Discussion’ was first introduced in Speech New Zealand’s Speech and Drama syllabus in Grades 7 

and 8 to work alongside the requirements of senior NCEA levels. 

Now in our 2020 Flexi syllabus ‘reflection’ is a term used throughout, starting with a simple ‘talk about the 

work presented’ at Initial level and early grades where Speech New Zealand is seeking to develop 

confidence in candidates to discuss aspects of their performance tasks.  This leads to more specifically 

guided reflection in senior grades where Speech New Zealand looks for students who are learning to 

evaluate their own performance experiences and to apply this knowledge to practical situations in their 

future learning. 

The report form for Flexi exams will have tick boxes relating generally to Reflective skills. 

o Careful listening 
o Reasoned responses 
o Awareness of processes 

Attached to this Teacher Alert are two resource papers to assist you: 

● Reflection in teaching 
● Conferencing with drama students  

 

Responses to teacher queries:  

Contrasting poems 

In Grade 7 and Grade 8, in both the Flexi syllabus and Speech and Drama syllabus candidates need to 

prepare contrasting poems, or poems that contrast in style. 

There are obvious contrasts between say, a lyric and a narrative poem. Poems of other genres, dramatic, 

elegy, ode, ballad, sonnet, comedic, prose poems, etc may have some points of similarity but also many 

differences.  

However there can also be contrasts in subject matter or the way the poem is put together:  metric 

patterns; length and/or shape of stanzas; use of rhyme; free verse; language usage; vocabulary; rhetorical 

devices; mood and tone; . . . and the list goes on. 

There are two key elements in this task: 

● The ability to speak each poem to connect with the audience and show understanding not only of 
the poem but to use the different vocal skills and elements of control required for each poem. 
Candidates need to be able to demonstrate this in presenting the poems. 

● The ability to understand and justify in discussion with the examiner some of the points of 
difference. 

 

If your students have been struggling to find contrasting poems Speech New Zealand trusts you find the 

points above useful.  

Visual Aids: 

What type of visual aid should I use? 
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The key reason for having a visual aid is to help guide the audience through information.  The bonus for the 

speaker is that the visual aid also serves as a memory aid to the speaker, keeping them on track and feeling 

secure in what they need to impart. 

Without a visual aid, students tend to ‘learn’ their content by heart and thus lose connection by reciting 

information rather than speaking to connect directly with their audience.  Speech New Zealand is aiming to 

help students learn to arrange ideas in a logical sequence and speak naturally about them in their own 

words.  Visual aids also assist a student to learn to structure ideas and link them effectively for their 

audiences. 

Most students start, at initial level, with a simple ‘show and tell’ then a ‘picture board’ and then progress to 

a chart with simple headings and some bold pictures/illustrations.  As information becomes more complex 

flip charts, with key information in order on successive pages can be a highly useful tool.  The act of 

‘flipping’ over the pages also tends to punctuate information, creating use of pauses for the audience to 

take in ideas.  These flip charts have also been called ‘manual powerpoint presentations’.  The purpose is 

the same – to support the speaker and to reveal information as it is required, rather than all at once.  In a 

powerpoint presentation there are technical skills to be developed in terms of speaking to the audience 

while ensuring there is still a connection between the slide, the speaker and the audience.  

Teachers or candidates must arrange their own equipment for powerpoint presentations.  It is advisable to 

have a back up print out of slides in case of a technical problem or power failure. 

Candidates in examinations will not be disadvantaged if they are not using powerpoint.  It is the skills of 

speaking in a natural manner to connect the message with the audience that is being assessed. 

 

Some questions around the new Flexi Speech and Drama Syllabus. 

1.  Does this have the same value as the 2019 Speech and Drama syllabus?  Yes, the Flexi syllabus has the 
same value as the 2019 Speech and Drama syllabus.  The pass levels are equal.  However the fact that your 
students have choice means they will be working to their strengths.  The ability to reflect on the work done 
adds another dimension to this syllabus.  In the senior grades, in particular, there is more time allowed for 
reflection on the work with the examiner.  And in some tasks there are specific aspects of reflection 
required. 
 
2.  Would you advise a student to continue with speech and drama syllabus if they want to go on to Diploma 
or to teach?    Yes.  This would be a double check that essential theory had been covered by the time they 
get to Diploma level.  
 
3. Can a student change from Speech and Drama syllabus to the Flexi syllabus if they are partway through 
modules in G 5, 6, 7 or 8?     There is nothing to stop them abandoning one syllabus and working on the 
other, however there is no cross-crediting and the module(s) completed cannot be used towards the other 
syllabus.  

 

A query relating to Public Speaking Syllabus: 

Grade 5 Module 2:  Do students have time to make notes and prepare for an impromptu talk?  
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Although there is no specific time allowed for preparation, examiners do give candidates time to think 

while they finish writing up the previous task or head up the talk.  Work with your students to enable them 

to make quick bullet points to guide them as they speak. 

 

Online Entries and Fee Payments: 

All entries are now online and accessible through SNZ Website. 

Throughout Covid our team has worked to develop a fully automated online system. 

1. Teacher enters student names and grades and syllabus following the online prompts. 

This should be done as soon as possible before the closing date. 

2. Teacher receives a reference number to be entered when banking entry fees online. 

3. There are then two options  

a. Teacher pays fees in bulk using the reference number given 

b. Teacher gives a reference number to Individual students/parents/caregivers who then pay 

online directly to the bank. 

When making fee payments online it is important to add the reference to the payment to ensure a 
student’s payment is matched to their examination entry as without a confirmed payment the student 
cannot do their examination. 
  
To enable the fee payment to be confirmed Speech New Zealand requires a particular reference as 
described below: 
 

1. Parents/caregivers/students need to use the exam Reference number generated by the system and 
given to them by the teacher to confirm the entry. 

a.  When entering a student for a Tour Centre examination the Reference number will begin 
with ‘E’ followed by a number e.g. E0012, or for an online examination LWOM (last week of 
month) it will be prefaced with a ‘Z’ e.g. Z0014. Please note these numbers are unique to 
this entry only and cannot be used again. 

OR 
2. In some cases parents/students may be making payment prior to the examination entry being 

made, then the following details must go on the payment: 
‘Particulars’ - the name of the candidate; ‘Code’ - Centre name or LWOM (last week of month); 
‘Reference’ - the month of exam. 

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Speech New Zealand is always happy to answer any further questions that may arise in your teaching. 
Enjoy the term. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Pam 
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